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Recent observational studies highlight the importance of considering the interactions between users in the

group recommendation process, but to date their integration has been marginal. In this paper, we propose

a collaborative model based on the social interactions that take place in a web-based conversational group

recommender system. The collaborative model allows the group recommender to implicitly infer the different

roles within the group, namely collaborative and leader user(s). Moreover, it serves as the basis of several

novel collaboration-based consensus strategies that integrate both individual and social interactions in the

group recommendation process. A live-user evaluation confirms that our approach accurately identifies the

collaborative and leader users in a group and produces more effective recommendations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Conversational recommender systems are receiving more and more attention in the last few

years [7, 10, 56, 60]. This is mainly due to the fact that the most common recommender systems,

based on a one-shot interaction process, present limitations in domains where the preferences

of the users cannot be reliably estimated from their past interactions. Enabling a conversational

interaction process in a recommender system provides benefits, like improving the preference

elicitation process [27].

Even though conversational recommendation is, in the vast majority of the cases, linked to single

user recommendation, its connection with group settings is becoming prominent. Specifically, the
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recent survey by Jannach et al. highlighted the use of conversational recommenders to support

group decision processes as an open research issue [27], and Delić et al. highlighted the need for

group recommender systems to (𝑖) support the decision-making process, (𝑖𝑖) identify individual

characteristics inside a group, and (𝑖𝑖𝑖) account for choice satisfaction in groups [16].

Group recommender systems provide suggestions in contexts in which more than one person is

involved in the recommendation process [11, 18, 44]. These systems aim to provide recommenda-

tions to the whole group, considering the preferences and the characteristics of more than one user.

Most of the existing group recommender systems in the literature consider offline interactions

between users and items, either explicit (e.g., via a rating) or implicit (e.g., the items they interacted

with). Part of the literature, instead, has tried to go beyond user-item interactions, by considering

concepts such as personality, emotion, and group dynamics [57]. In particular, several observational

studies highlighted the importance of considering the interaction between the users in the final-

decision making [12–15]. These studies also highlighted that none of the existing strategies to model
group preferences is able to infer the consensus that a real group would achieve through interactions.

One recent approach in this direction has been proposed by Nguyen and Ricci [39], who consid-

ered the interactions of the users with the items in a chat-based group environment. However, the

users did not really interact among themselves in a one-to-one interaction, but provided a feedback

to the items that other users proposed to the whole group. The amount of feedback allows the

system to infer who is the most active user in the group. An active user is a group member that

highly interacts with items over the session. This interaction can happen by providing ratings

or preferences over the items and is not necessarily a collaboration with another user within the

group. While we acknowledge the authors for embracing interactions in the group recommendation

process, the following aspects remain open: (𝑖) instead of using solely the explicit feedback on the

items evaluated by the other group members, it can also be important to take into account all latent

forms of interaction that appear (otherwise, implicit feedback coming from interactions is lost); (𝑖𝑖)

according to the mentioned approach, the most active users are the ones who are weighted more in

the final recommendation; however, being active is not enough and a leader in a group needs to be

recognized as such (hence, the response of the other users to her actions is a key aspect).

The following example shows the difference between considering as leader the most active user

or the user whose items were appreciated the most.

Example. Consider a group of three users (𝑢1, 𝑢2, 𝑢3); their activities in a session are as
follows. First, two users suggest products; 𝑢1 suggests 𝑝1 and 𝑢2 suggests 𝑝2. Next, 𝑢1 views
or rates 𝑝2, and suggests another product 𝑝4. Meanwhile, 𝑢3 decides to view or rate 𝑝2 and
she also stores 𝑝2 as one of her preferred products. Considering the activities of this session,
𝑢1 is the most active user since she has suggested 𝑝1 and 𝑝4, and has viewed 𝑝2; indeed, 𝑢1
has done 3 of the 6 activities of the group. User 𝑢3 is the second most active. However, note
that 𝑢2 has suggested a product 𝑝2 that has been viewed by the other group members (both
𝑢1 and 𝑢3) and it was also stored by 𝑢3 as one of her preferred products. Therefore, it would
be reasonable to consider 𝑢2 as the leader of the group, since she has gained the attention of
the group members and proposed a consensus product.

To close the gap with respect to the open aspects we have previously highlighted, in this

paper we analyze online users’ interactions to support consensus agreement in a conversational

group recommender system. Specifically, the interactions between the users are exploited by a

novel collaboration model, which we integrate into consensus strategies, thus producing group

recommendations that take into account both the individual preferences and the interactions.

The foundation for this work is an online web-based conversational group recommender system,

based on critiques, called gCOACH [9, 42]. A critique is an individual user’s interaction to define a
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directional preference over one of the features, e.g., “like this but cheaper”. A conversational system

like gCOACH allows us to have an environment in which users can (𝑖) interact on a one-to-one

basis thanks to the interaction modalities included in the web-based system (this allows us to collect

implicit feedback on collaboration and leadership of the users in the group), and (𝑖𝑖) refine their

choices by providing feedback and making suggestions to a specific group member; we consider

the response to the item suggestions made by a user as a means to go beyond simple definitions of

leadership that are based onwho is more active. This allows us to overcome both the aforementioned

open issues, by providing invaluable insights on group members’ interactions. While gCOACH

enables user interactions, our contribution in this paper includes them in group modeling and
consensus strategies, thus reshaping the group recommendations based on group interactions. To the

best of our knowledge, no recommendation algorithm has previously considered the interaction

between the users to integrate collaboration and leadership in an online group recommendation

process. Specifically, in order for us to define a collaborative model from which we extract notions

of collaboration and leadership, we consider two types of interactions, i.e., individual interactions to

define their individual preferences, and social interactions to maintain awareness within the group.

A social interaction is any interaction that generates awareness of a group member’s decisions and

allows this member to provide suggestions to others. We consider a user is collaborative when

she is active in social interactions and, in addition, her interactions produce a reaction from those

members she interacts with. We consider as leader the most collaborative user in a group.

More specifically, our contributions are summarized as follows:

• This is the first time that interactions (i.e., actions and reactions) between users during a

session are exploited by a group recommender system;

• We model interactions between users and build a new collaboration model, from which we

infer who are the collaborative users and who is a leader within the group;

• We present new collaboration-based consensus strategies, which consider both the individual

and the collaboration models;

• We present a live-user evaluation to validate our proposal, which is a key tool to make an

assessment on (𝑖) the dynamics between users in the real-world and (𝑖𝑖) their impact in the

group recommendation process, also considering the lack of live user experience research

conducted in the context of group recommender systems.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents related work. In Section 3,

we present our problem definition. In Section 4, we provide the details of our approach to model

collaboration and leadership and our novel consensus-based strategies. Section 5 presents the

live-user evaluation and Section 6 its results. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 RELATEDWORK
This section covers the main topics of this paper, i.e., conversational group recommender systems

that support feedback in the form of critiques, personality, social connections, and group dynamics

in group-based algorithms. Readers can refer to the recent survey by Jannach et al. for conversational

approaches that go beyond critiques [27]. Moreover, we refer to the recent book by Felfernig et

al. [18] and survey by Dara et al. [11] for a more complete overview on the group recommendation

research area.

Critique-based recommender systems. One of the main representatives of conversational recom-

menders are critique-based recommender systems, as stated by Chen and Pu in their survey [6].

This class of conversational systems is also referred to as critiquing-based recommendation in

the literature. A critique-based recommender system supports feedback in the form of critiques.
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Critiques may be described in natural language or by using buttons in an interface. Mostly, re-

searchers have been engaged in the design and development of interactive critiquing in graphical

user interfaces, in order to better facilitate the process in such environments. The rationale behind

the use of critiques is based on the idea that it is easier for a user to critique a product recom-

mendation by saying “like this but cheaper" than to construct formal queries [4]. A significant

amount of the research carried out on recommender systems has widely recognized the benefits of

critique-based recommenders [6, 37, 47], since they have proven to be especially helpful for users

with ill-defined needs and preferences. Critique-based group recommender systems [19] have been

developed in different domains such as recommending vacations to groups of tourists [35] and

recommending restaurants [23]. Collaborative Advisory Travel System (CATS) [34, 35] helps a group
of users in planning a skiing vacation.Where2Eat [23] is a mobile application that recommends

restaurants. gCOACH is a COllaborative Advisory CHannel for group recommendations [9] that

supports online conversational group recommendations scenarios in a web-based environment.

Choicla [55] supports different group decision scenarios; even if it is not based on critiquing, Choicla
enables groups members to evaluate different item features. In Hootle+ [1], preference elicitation

and negotiation is done by enabling group members to accept or reject the proposed features and

adjust their significance.

Personality and social relationships in group recommendation. Personality reflects “individual

differences in emotional, interpersonal, experiential, attitudinal, and motivational styles” [36]. To

obtain personality information and consider it in the recommendation process, questionnaires are

used [57] and models such as the Five Factors (Big Five) and Thomas-Kilmann Conflict Resolution

Style are usually considered. Sánchez et al. [50] consider the Thomas-Kilmann model to enrich the

single-user ratings with the influence and conformity of a user when she is part of a group. Nguyen

and Ricci [40] study the relation between the conformity of the users and the preferences to be

used in the group model. Delic et al. [15] show that user personality is related to the satisfaction of

the individual users with the group recommendations.

Social relationships can play a role when modeling group preferences. Gartrell et al. [22] discov-

ered that the type of relationship between users can be used to decide the group modeling strategy.

Sánchez et al. show that recommendation effectiveness can be improved by considering both

personality and social trust [51] or by inferring notions of trust from Facebook [49]. Christensen

and Schiaffino [8] improve group recommendation accuracy with a notion of social influence that

includes social trust, social similarity, and social centrality. Barile et al. [2] consider tie strength,

relationship type, and closeness of initial ratings.

Collaboration in conversational search. In the area of collaborative search, different studies have

analyzed the effect of collaboration in information seeking [52], the strategies users adopt to

maximize their knowledge gain in collaborative web search sessions [59], the impact of group

size on collaborative search effectiveness [38], and the role of collaborators implied within a

collaborative search session [53, 54]. In this article, our point of analysis is different; instead of

analyzing the users’ role in searching information, we focus on analyzing the influence of one or

more group member (i.e., leader(s)) over the remaining members of the group. In other words, it

is important to understand the social influences during interaction to make a group decision. In

group recommendation scenarios, a unique final decision should be reached among members.

User interactions in group recommendation. The last aspect we consider are the interactions

between users. Several observational studies [13–15] have analyzed how the interactions between

users shape the decision-making process; results show that classic group modeling strategies are

not able to model the consensus the group achieves by interacting, and that personality of the users
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drives the group decisions. Another observational study [12] analyzed the impact of social centrality

in the group decision-making process, which does not have an impact on groups characterized

by notions of equality; however, when groups are loosely tied, socially-central group members

are happier with the final decision. Other approaches have focused on the interaction between

users to decide the best item for a group [58], thanks to deep learning applied to collaborative

filtering. The last approach we consider, by Nguyen and Ricci [39], is the most similar to ours.

This mobile chat-based group recommender system allows users to propose POIs, which can be

up- and down-voted by the other group members. The preferences expressed by the users prior

the chat and the feedback provided during it are used to model the user preferences in terms of

tourism features. Group recommendations are computed by considering these models, weighted by

interaction (the more a user interacted with a group, the higher is the importance of her preferences

when computing the recommendations).

Contextualizing our contribution. Our system goes beyond the use of the conversational process

to understand the user and provide recommendations, as classic approaches do [6, 37, 47]. In our

contribution, instead, the collaboration process is used to extract knowledge on the users, in terms of

their collaborative and leadership characteristics. With respect to the existing works on personality,

we do not add notions of it in the group model, but we analyze a-posteriori if personality has an

impact in the group decision making. Regarding the prior social relationships between the users

(e.g., friendship), we do not explicitly consider them, but just observe how users interact in the

group and implicitly infer them. The studies related to group dynamics are those that overlap the

most with our study; with respect to the observational studies, we go beyond simple observation

of the interactions, by exploiting them to build a collaborative model that is used to infer the leader

of the group. The approach presented in [58] employs a history log, i.e., no live user interaction

between group members is possible. With respect to the study presented in [39], the main difference

is on who is recognized as the most relevant user; indeed, the previous work considered the most

active user, while we consider also the response that the other group members had on the actions

she made.

3 PROBLEM DEFINITION
We consider a group recommender system designed to provide suggestions in scenarios where a
group of users is engaged [18, 26, 44]. In these scenarios, typically a group of people are intending

to participate in a group activity [41] (e.g., to suggest a destination to a group of people who want

to have a trip together).

3.1 Background on Conversational Group Recommendation
Before presenting the problem we tackle in this study, we introduce some background on a classic

conversational group recommendation framework.

We consider a set of users, U, whose goal is to search for a unique item 𝑖 (extracted from the

large set of items I) that maximizes the satisfaction of the preferences of the whole group.

Users are connected through a synchronous recommendation session. During the session, a user

gets a suggestion of an item and provides feedback to express their preferences on the recommended

item. This feedback is used by the group recommendation algorithm to suggest the user a new item

that satisfies her preferences. The process is repeated until the user is satisfied with an item, which

she selects as her choice; this choice denotes the end of the session for that user. Nevertheless, the

group recommendation process continues until each group member selects one item that satisfies

her preferences. Clearly, the items selected by the individual users can be different (in other words,

not all the users select the same item as their favorite). For that reason, group recommender systems
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introduce an additional phase, which involves reaching a consensus among members. This allows

the system to find an agreement on what item should be proposed to the group. More formally,

the setting can be defined as follows: letU = {𝑢1, ..., 𝑢𝑛} be a set of users, where 𝑢𝑖 represents the
𝑖th user and 𝑛 the number of users in the group, |U| = 𝑛. Let I = {𝐼1, ..., 𝐼𝑚} be a set of items for

recommendation, where 𝐼 𝑗 is the 𝑗 th item. Depending on the recommendation algorithm, I will be

the whole set of items or a subset of them (|I | ≤ 𝑚).

The set of individual user models is defined as IM = {𝐼𝑀𝑢1 , ..., 𝐼𝑀𝑢𝑛 }, where 𝐼𝑀𝑢𝑖
represents

the individual model of the 𝑖th user. We consider that each user 𝑢𝑖 has an individual user model

𝐼𝑀𝑢𝑖 = {𝑃1, ..., 𝑃𝑟𝑢𝑖 } that represents her individual preferences, from her initial preference 𝑃1 to her

last preference 𝑃𝑟𝑢𝑖 . Note that the subindex 𝑟𝑢𝑖 may be different for each user inU because each

user defines her own set of preferences. Thus, 𝑅 is the total number of preferences for the group,

which is computed as 𝑅 = |𝐼𝑀𝑢1 | + ... + |𝐼𝑀𝑢𝑛 | = 𝑟𝑢1 + ... + 𝑟𝑢𝑛 .
To understand if an item 𝐼 𝑗 ∈ I is relevant for a user 𝑢𝑖 ∈ U, we employ a satisfaction measure,

defined in Eq. (1), which measures how many of the user’s preferences are satisfied by a product.

𝛿 (𝐼 𝑗 , 𝐼𝑀𝑢𝑖 ) =
𝑟𝑢𝑖∑
𝑠=1

𝑤𝑠 · Satisfies(𝐼 𝑗 , 𝑃𝑠 ). (1)

Specifically, 𝛿 (𝐼 𝑗 , 𝐼𝑀𝑢𝑖
) shows, for a particular item 𝐼 𝑗 and a user 𝑢𝑖 , the number of preferences from

her individual user model 𝐼𝑀𝑢𝑖
that product 𝐼 𝑗 satisfies. The parameter𝑤𝑠 is a weighting factor that

can be used to tune preferences. The 𝑆𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠 𝑓 𝑖𝑒𝑠 (𝐼 𝑗 , 𝑃𝑠 ) function depends on the type of feedback the

recommender supports. For example, (1) in a conversational content-based recommender system

that uses critiquing-based feedback, this measure computes whether a critique 𝑃𝑠 is satisfied by

item 𝐼 𝑗 , while (2) in a collaborative filtering recommender that uses rating-based feedback, this

measure directly returns the rating value. A rating, 𝑃𝑠 , is a numerical score provided by the user

that measures how much user 𝑢𝑖 likes an item 𝐼 𝑗 . In this particular case, the preference provided

also denotes the satisfaction of the user.

The goal of the group recommendation algorithm is to reach consensus in the group. The

consensus item recommendation to a group is generated according to Eq. (2), whose focus is on

maximizing the preferences of all group members.

consensus(I,IM) = argmax

𝐼 𝑗 ∈I
(strategy(𝐼 𝑗 ,IM)), (2)

where 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑦 refers to the name of the strategy used to aggregate/combine the individual recom-

mendations.

3.2 Problem formulation
As we have shown in our background, classic conversational group recommenders only deal with

what we defined as individual interactions (i.e., those interactions where the user provides her
own preferences over the items). However, the whole motivation behind this work is to be able

to capture also social interactions. For this reason, the goal of this paper is dual. First we need to

capture the interaction between the users. This is done by defining a collaborative model (from now

on CM ) that stores different types of interaction. The second and final goal of this paper is to

use CM to score each user in the group in terms of her role as collaborator or leader. This allows
us to define the influence of each user in the group. Formally, we enrich Eq. (2) by adding the

collaborative model CM. This collaborative model enables redefining the consensus phase, see

Eq. (3), and to propose new collaborative-based consensus strategies, see Section 4.4.
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consensus(I,IM, CM) = argmax

𝐼 𝑗 ∈I
(strategy(𝐼 𝑗 ,IM, CM)), (3)

where 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑦 refers to the name of the strategy used to aggregate/combine the individual recom-

mendations, IM is the set of individual models, and CM is the new collaborative model.

3.3 ResearchQuestions
With the definition of our collaboration model CM, and the assessment of who are the collaborative

and leader users in the group, we aim to address the following research questions:

RQ1. Can we infer efficiently
1
who is a leader or a collaborator in a group, by analyzing social

users’ interactions?

RQ2. Is a leader characterized by a clear psychological conflict style mode?

RQ3. Can a leader improve the effectiveness of group recommender systems in a consensus-based

decision-making process?

3.4 Hypotheses
Before describing the collaborative model, we now list the specific hypotheses we investigate in this

work, based on the goal we would like to address, i.e., analyzing social influence in conversational

group recommendation scenarios.

H1. By monitoring social users’ interactions it is possible to build a collaborative model and infer

notions of collaboration and leadership in a group.

H2. The detection of leader(s) in a group improves the effectiveness of consensus strategies in

conversational group recommender systems.

Considering the relationship between hypotheses and research questions, H1 is related to RQ1 and

RQ2. In RQ1, we monitor social user’s interactions to characterize who is a leader or a collaborator.

In RQ2, we analyze if users are collaborators taking into account the psychological perspective.

In particular, we analyze if a user is collaborator considering their individual behavior when

responding to a conflict situation, such as reaching consensus agreement in a group recommender

system. On the other hand, H2 is related to RQ3. We analyze the impact of considering leader

satisfaction, instead of the whole group satisfaction, in the consensus-based decision-making

process.

4 COLLABORATION-BASED GROUP RECOMMENDATION
In this section, we present our approach to reach a collaboration-based group recommendation.

Section 4.1 presents how we model social interactions and Section 4.2 describe how we build the

collaborative model. The process for identifying collaboration and leadership from the collaborative

model of interaction is described in Section 4.3. Finally, we present different collaboration-based

consensus strategies in Section 4.4, which integrate the collaborative model to provide group

recommendations.

4.1 Modeling interaction
We assume that users participate in a group activity through an interface that enables different

social interactions. In this paper, we have used a framework (see Section 5.3) that is synchronous

and includes different social interaction modalities to maintain awareness and to suggest items

among members.

1
With efficiently, we mean in a quick and accurate way. Our measure of accuracy is defined in Equation 19.
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As described in Section 3.1, we have a set of users, U. For each user 𝑢𝑖 , we define a user model,

𝑈𝑀𝑢𝑖 =< 𝐼𝑀𝑢𝑖 ,𝐶𝑀𝑢𝑖 > that contains two components: the individual model (𝐼𝑀) focused on

storing the individual interactions, and the collaborative model (𝐶𝑀) that concentrates on the

social interactions.

The set of individual user models is described in Section 3.1. Recall that an individual user

model 𝐼𝑀𝑢𝑖
stores the individual preferences of user 𝑢𝑖 during the session. The set of collaborative

user models will be defined as CM = {𝐶𝑀𝑢1 , ...,𝐶𝑀𝑢𝑛 }, where 𝐶𝑀𝑢𝑖
represents the collaborative

user model of the 𝑖th user. Each user 𝑢𝑖 has a collaborative user model that represents her social

interactions to the remaining group members and how these interactions have been viewed and

accepted by each individual user.

Since the social interactions depend on the type of interface, we have focused on the social

interactions that are the most likely to appear at any group recommendation interface. In this

context, conversational interfaces include mechanisms for sharing information among group

members (e.g., to recommend or suggest product(s) from one member to another, or to recommend

from one member to the whole group). Once a member suggest a product to one or more members,

it may generate the reaction of the members when looking at the suggestion. That is, there are

social interactions that happen as a result of a previous one. For example, to open or rate a product

suggested by someone; and to save or choose the product suggested to the user by another group

member. These forms of interaction can support group decision-making processes via conversational

interfaces. While it is true that many other forms of social interactions may exist, their analysis

is out of the scope of this paper. Hence, this work considers the main types of social interactions,

namely, to suggest products, to view suggestions, and to store them if they are of interest to the

user. Formally, a collaborative user model for a user 𝑢𝑖 is described as a triplet:

𝐶𝑀𝑢𝑖 =< 𝑆𝑈 ,𝑉𝑃, 𝑆𝑃 >, (4)

where 𝑆𝑈 represents the number of product suggestions made by the user 𝑢𝑖 to any group member

𝑢 𝑗 , 𝑉𝑃 is the number of viewed products (i.e., those items suggested by 𝑢𝑖 that has been viewed by

the target member 𝑢 𝑗 ), and 𝑆𝑃 is the number of stored products (i.e., items suggested by 𝑢𝑖 that

have been added to her preferred list of items by the user 𝑢 𝑗 ). We denote the access of any of these

three components as 𝐶𝑀
𝑢𝑖
𝑆𝑈

, 𝐶𝑀
𝑢𝑖
𝑉𝑃

, and 𝐶𝑀
𝑢𝑖
𝑆𝑃
. Note that the initial value for the three components

is set to 0 at the beginning of the group recommendation activity.

4.2 Building the Collaborative Model
The group recommendation process has two phases. The first phase is devoted to the users’

interaction, where the users navigate through the product space and interact between them to

locate their desired products. The second phase starts once each user has finished their session

by selecting one or more preferred items and it is devoted to reach consensus between the group

members.

At the first phase, users receive recommendations based on their individual models IM (for-

mally described in Section 3.1) and a group user model 𝐺𝑈𝑀 = {𝐺1, ...,𝐺𝑛}, where 𝐺𝑖 is a set

of the preferences made by user 𝑢𝑖 . IM and 𝐺𝑈𝑀 are empty at the beginning of the session.

In both models, IM and 𝐺𝑈𝑀 , prior to adding a new preference, all existing preferences that

are inconsistent with it are removed. Note that the recommendation generation process at this

phase is based on the individual interaction and the social interactions are not considered at all.

Inconsistencies happen when the preference contradicts or refines a previous stored preference

in the 𝐼𝑀𝑢𝑖
or 𝐺𝑈𝑀 models (i.e., 𝑢𝑖 ’s individual model or the group user model). There are two

types of inconsistencies: contradictions and refinements. The former happens when the latest
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preference contradicts a previous one in the model. In that case, previous preferences are removed

from the model. The last preference is maintained, because the recommender assumes that users

may refine their requirements over time, since they are learning about the product space during the

conversational recommendation process. The latter inconsistency is a refinement and it happens

when there is an improvement over one of the preferences. For example, considering a model that

contains preferences defined as critiques and the individual user model contains a critique (price; <;
$300). Then, if the user performs a critique (price; <; $200) over the current recommendation. In this

case, the critique (price; <; $300) stored in the individual model will be refined to (price; <; $200).
Both the individual (IM) and the collaborative (CM) models are built during the first phase,

when the individual and social interactions happen. To build up the collaborative model (CM) is

necessary to store for each member of the group whether her social interactions come from sugges-

tions made by one user to another. Formally, we define this notion as 𝑆𝑈𝐺 = {𝑆𝑈𝐺𝑢1 ,..., 𝑆𝑈𝐺𝑢𝑛 },
where each 𝑆𝑈𝐺𝑢𝑖 represents the suggestions that user 𝑢𝑖 has received. Let 𝑆𝑈𝐺

𝑢𝑖 = {𝐼1, ..., 𝐼𝑔} be
the set of items that 𝑢𝑖 has received either from others or by the recommendation algorithm. Note

that a user is not allowed to suggest items to herself.

We update 𝐶𝑀 every time a social interaction happens in the group recommender system.

Formally, every time a user 𝑢𝑖 sends a product suggestion 𝐼𝑘 to a user 𝑢 𝑗 , we apply Eq. (5).

𝑆𝑈𝐺𝑢 𝑗 = 𝑆𝑈𝐺𝑢 𝑗 ∪ 𝐼𝑢𝑖
𝑘
. (5)

That is, we add the item 𝐼
𝑢𝑖
𝑘

to the suggestions set 𝑆𝑈𝐺𝑢 𝑗
of user 𝑢 𝑗 . A product suggestion

maintains awareness within the group and it enables collaboration in the group. Accordingly, for

every product suggested to another user, 𝐼
𝑢𝑖
𝑘

∈ 𝑆𝑈𝐺𝑢 𝑗
, we also update the number of suggestions

made by user 𝑢𝑖 :

𝐶𝑀
𝑢𝑖
𝑆𝑈

= 𝐶𝑀
𝑢𝑖
𝑆𝑈

+ 1. (6)

The larger the 𝐶𝑀
𝑢𝑖
𝑆𝑈

, the more collaborative user 𝑢𝑖 is. Once suggested an item, three different

situations may happen. First, the item 𝐼
𝑢𝑖
𝑘

is not viewed and not stored in the set of preselected

items (from now on called the stack) by user 𝑢 𝑗 . That means 𝐼𝑘 is not of interest to 𝑢 𝑗 . Second, the

item 𝐼
𝑢𝑖
𝑘

attracts 𝑢 𝑗 ’s attention and she views the product. With this situation, user 𝑢𝑖 is more than a

collaborative user, since she has influenced over the individual interaction of user 𝑢 𝑗 . Accordingly,

every time a user 𝑢 𝑗 views a suggestion 𝐼𝑘 made by a user 𝑢𝑖 , we apply Eq. (7).

𝐶𝑀
𝑢𝑖
𝑉𝑃

= 𝐶𝑀
𝑢𝑖
𝑉𝑃

+ 1. (7)

The larger the 𝐶𝑀
𝑢𝑖
𝑉𝑃

, the more influential user 𝑢𝑖 is. The last situation happens when user 𝑢 𝑗

views product 𝐼
𝑢𝑖
𝑘

and 𝑢 𝑗 decides to add it to the stack because it is of her interest. Hence, the

product suggested by 𝑢𝑖 has been followed by 𝑢 𝑗 . Accordingly, when a user 𝑢 𝑗 stacks a suggestion

𝐼𝑘 made by a user 𝑢𝑖 , we apply Eq. (8).

𝐶𝑀
𝑢𝑖
𝑆𝑃

= 𝐶𝑀
𝑢𝑖
𝑆𝑃

+ 1. (8)

The larger the 𝐶𝑀
𝑢𝑖
𝑆𝑃
, the more followed the user is.

Although the collaborative model is updated during the first phase of the recommendation

process, the purpose of this paper is to analyze whether social interactions influence positively

in improving the final decision-making in group recommendation activities. For this reason, we

analyze social influence at the second phase of the group recommendation process, where the focus

is on reaching consensus. In our future work we will address this analysis during the first phase of

the process.
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At the second phase, the common recommendation generation approach to reach consensus is

defined in Eq. (2), which is based solely on the individual interactions. In this paper, we redefine

this equation to integrate social interactions in addition to individual interactions (IM and CM),

as defined in Eq. (3). Instead of using the whole set of items I, as we are reaching consensus, we
only use the set of items selected at the end of the first phase by all the users. This set is formally

defined as 𝑆𝑇𝐴𝐶𝐾 = {𝐼1, ..., 𝐼𝑠 }, which stores the preselected items of the group members, where 𝐼𝑠
is the 𝑠th item. The items included in 𝑆𝑇𝐴𝐶𝐾 and 𝑆𝑈𝐺 contain the information of the product and

the identifier of the user that has introduced it. An item 𝑗 that comes from a particular user 𝑖 is

denoted as 𝐼
𝑢𝑖
𝑗
. The stack is used to reach consensus among users and, as defined in Eq. (9), the

final recommendation generation will be one of the items stored in the stack.

consensus(𝑆𝑇𝐴𝐶𝐾,IM, CM) = arg max

𝐼 𝑗 ∈𝑆𝑇𝐴𝐶𝐾
(strategy(𝐼 𝑗 ,IM, CM)), (9)

4.3 Collaboration and Leadership
Thanks to CM, we can extract a collaborative score for each user:

score𝑢𝑖 (CM) = 𝐶𝑀𝑢𝑖
𝑆𝑈

·𝑤𝑠𝑢 +𝐶𝑀𝑢𝑖
𝑉𝑃

·𝑤𝑣𝑝 +𝐶𝑀𝑢𝑖
𝑆𝑃

·𝑤𝑠𝑝 , (10)

where𝑤𝑠𝑢 ,𝑤𝑣𝑝 , and𝑤𝑠𝑝 weigh each component differently. The particular weight values used for

our experiments are detailed in Section 5.

As defined by Kapetanios [28], a collaboration is a true synergy among diverse participants in
creating solutions or strategies through the synergistic interactions of a group of people. Our definition
of collaborator is in this vein, since we consider a collaborator is a member that has social interaction

with other members to reach consensus.

From the score defined in Eq. (10), we define the leader as the most collaborative user in the

group (i.e., as the user 𝑢𝑖 with the maximum collaborative score), see Eq. (11).

leader(𝐶𝑀) = argmax

𝑢𝑖 ∈𝑈
(𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑢𝑖 (𝐶𝑀)). (11)

Our definition of leader, see Eq. (11), is rooted in studies of social influence in groups [33], in the

social psychology field. However, many definition and approximations to the concept of influence

and leadership exist in social psychology [20, 33]. In their survey, Hogg [25], has highlighted that

leaders are agents of influence and, when people are influenced, it is often because of effective
leadership. On the other hand, Chemers [5] defined leadership as “a process of social influence
through which an individual enlists and mobilizes the aid of others in the attainment of a collective
goal”.

We conceived our definition of leader by taking into account the concepts described by Hogg [25]

and Chemers [5]. We consider that a leader is a member that influences other people to pursue a

common goal. Thus, any member of the group can exhibit some level of leadership at any time,

since all of them may provide suggestions (as captured by the𝐶𝑀
𝑢𝑖
𝑆𝑈

component of the collaborative

model). However, a leader must not only be an active user by suggesting products to the group,

she also needs to influence the remaining members. This influence is achieved when the group

members view the products suggested (i.e., 𝐶𝑀
𝑢𝑖
𝑉𝑃

) and stack them (i.e.,𝐶𝑀
𝑢𝑖
𝑆𝑃
). Accordingly, our

definition considers that the leader is the most collaborative, influential, and followed member of

the group.
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4.4 Collaboration-based consensus strategies
To date, little work has been addressed to include social influence within group recommender

systems (as we presented in Section 2). Here, we integrate collaboration into well-known consensus

strategies as well as we define two new proposals in the field, based on the collaboration and leader

definition detailed in Eq. (11). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time online social

interactions has been modeled and integrated in consensus strategies.

Next, we define different strategies for reaching a consensus in a group recommender system. The

consensus-recommended product(s) to a group is generated according to Eq. (9), where 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑦

refers to the name of the consensus proposals (i.e.,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛, 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 ,𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒) described

below. Recall that the consensus happens at the second stage and it is based on the products that

belong to the stack, 𝑆𝑇𝐴𝐶𝐾 ⊆ I.

4.4.1 Collaborative mean. The collaborative mean satisfaction, 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝐼 𝑗 , 𝐼𝑀,𝐶𝑀), of the group

for a product, 𝐼 𝑗 , is defined as the sum of each member’s individual satisfaction according to

her individual preferences, 𝐼𝑀𝑢𝑖
, averaged by the degree of collaboration of every user, which is

extracted from the collaborative user model 𝐶𝑀𝑢𝑖
(recall that 𝑛 denotes the number of users in a

group).

mean(𝐼 𝑗 , 𝐼𝑀,𝐶𝑀) = 1

𝑛

𝑛∑
𝑖=1

𝛿 (𝐼 𝑗 , 𝐼𝑀𝑢𝑖 ) · score𝑢𝑖 (𝐶𝑀). (12)

The satisfaction measure 𝛿 is defined in Eq. (1) and measures how much 𝑢𝑖 likes the product 𝐼 𝑗
based on their set of preferences stored in 𝐼𝑀𝑢𝑖

.

4.4.2 Collaborative completeness. Equation (13) defines the collaborative completeness consensus-
based proposal. The objective of the collaborative completeness strategy is to favor high scores while

penalizing big differences between members. Additionally, the strategy considers the collaborative

score of each user, 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑢𝑖 (𝐶𝑀).

completeness(𝐼 𝑗 , 𝐼𝑀,𝐶𝑀) =
∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖 ·

√
𝛿 (𝐼 𝑗 , 𝐼𝑀𝑢𝑖 )∑𝑛

𝑖=1

√
𝑟𝑢𝑖

· score𝑢𝑖 (𝐶𝑀), (13)

where𝑤𝑖 is a weighting factor such that

∑𝑛
𝑖=1𝑤𝑖 = 1 and𝑤𝑖 ≥ 0. Recall that 𝑟𝑢𝑖 is the total number

of preferences of user 𝑢𝑖 , as defined in Section 3.1. The completeness of an item, 𝐼 𝑗 , is computed in

terms of members’ satisfaction, 𝛿 (𝐼 𝑗 , 𝐼𝑀𝑢𝑖 ). Moreover, the parameter𝑤𝑖 is a weighting factor used

to tune the completeness – i.e., to focus more on one of the member’s preferences (in our case, all

group members take the same value for𝑤𝑖 ). The sum of

√
𝑟𝑢𝑖 factors is for normalizing the values

in the range [0,1].

4.4.3 Collaborative multiplicative. This strategy multiplies the satisfaction of the individual users

and it is weighted according to the collaborative score, see Eq.(14). With this strategy, it might

happen that a member with unique tastes always loses out, because their opinion happens to be a

minority preference. However, if the other ones have a low collaborative score, it may increase

their influence.

multiplicative(𝐼 𝑗 , 𝐼𝑀,𝐶𝑀) =
𝑘∏
𝑖=1

(𝛿 (𝐼 𝑗 , 𝐼𝑀𝑢𝑖 )) · score𝑢𝑖 (𝐶𝑀). (14)
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4.4.4 Leader satisfaction. Previous strategies (i.e., mean, completeness, and multiplicative) assume

the consensus based on the satisfaction and the collaboration made by all the group members.

Instead of analyzing the collaboration of the whole group, we propose two strategies based on the

satisfaction of the leader, who has been the most collaborative and influential within the group.

In fact, the leader is chosen because she has been providing the group with suggestions, of which

some or all have been viewed and stacked by the members of the group. We consider that the

leader can be seen as an influencer for the group. For this reason, we propose two consensus-based

strategies that only consider the preferences of the leader: maximize leader satisfaction and leader
selection.

Both strategies look for maximizing the leader preferences, as denoted in Eq. (15), which uniquely

uses the individual model of the leader.

leader_satisfaction(𝐼 𝑗 , 𝐼𝑀,𝐶𝑀) = 𝛿 (𝐼 𝑗 , 𝐼𝑀𝑢𝑙 ) for a 𝑢𝑙 whose score𝑢𝑙 (𝐶𝑀) = leader(𝐶𝑀), (15)

where 𝑢𝑙 is the user (𝑢𝑙 ∈ 𝑈 ) whose collaborative score, obtained from 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑢𝑙 (𝐶𝑀), corresponds
to the leader score, computed using 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟 (𝐶𝑀). In other words, the group member that has the

highest collaborative score is considered to be the leader, as defined in Eq. (11). The main difference

between the two strategies is that they use a different subset of the products stored in the 𝑆𝑇𝐴𝐶𝐾 .

Max leader satisfaction. In the maximize leader satisfaction strategy, the goal is to focus on

the leader preferences but considering the whole set of products chosen by the group and stored in

the stack. This strategy selects, among the products stored in the 𝑆𝑇𝐴𝐶𝐾 , the one that maximizes

the satisfaction of the leader’s preferences, as denoted in Eq. (15). The recommendation generation

is based on Eq. (9), that can be rewritten based on the Max leader satisfaction as depicted in Eq. (16).

This strategy generates a recommendation that maximizes the preferences of the leader although

the selected product may be a product stored by another member of the group and not necessarily

by the leader. Note that the leader might not have stacked a product of her interest, because it

had already been added in the stack by another user. Hence, even though the maximize leader
satisfaction strategy only depends on the leader, the final products might come from any user in
the group.

consensus(𝑆𝑇𝐴𝐶𝐾,IM, CM) = arg max

𝐼 𝑗 ∈𝑆𝑇𝐴𝐶𝐾
(leader_satisfaction(𝐼 𝑗 ,IM, CM)), (16)

Leader selection. In the leader selection strategy, the idea is to consider both the preferences

and the items chosen by the leader. Thus guaranteeing the generation of a recommendation that is

of interest for the leader. To this purpose, it is necessary to extract from the stack the subset of

items chosen by the leader. The 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑆𝑒𝑡 is formally described in Eq. (17).

leaderSel = {𝐼 𝑗 |𝐼𝑢𝑖𝑗 ∈ 𝑆𝑇𝐴𝐶𝐾 and 𝑢𝑖 = 𝑢𝑙 }, (17)

where 𝐼
𝑢𝑖
𝑗
is the item 𝐼 𝑗 that was added by user 𝑢𝑖 to the stack. As a result, the 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑆𝑒𝑡 contains

all items that the leader has added to the stack.

The leader selection strategy generates recommendations by considering only those products

stored by the leader and, hence, the remaining ones will not be considered for consensus (see

Eq. (18)).

consensus(𝑆𝑇𝐴𝐶𝐾,IM, CM) = arg max

𝐼 𝑗 ∈leaderSet
(leader_satisfaction(𝐼 𝑗 ,IM, CM)), (18)
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The leader selection strategy selects among the products stacked by the leader, the one that

maximizes the satisfaction of the leader’s preferences, as denoted in Eq. (18). As a result, the

final product chosen for the group will be one of the selections made by the leader. Note that the

leader selection strategy wields a lot of influence on the preferences made and products stacked

by the leader. The remaining members of the group have no influence at all over the generated

recommendation. The key idea of this restricted strategy is to analyze how users feel with a product

exclusively chosen by the leader.

5 LIVE-USER EVALUATION
This section describes in depth our live-user study. Section 5.1 details the participants of our

experiments. Section 5.2 indicates the domain and the parameters of the proposals. In section 5.3,

we introduce the group recommendation framework used in our experiments. Section 5.4 describes

our online evaluation methodology. Finally, Section 5.5 details the metrics and tests applied in our

evaluation.

5.1 Subjects
We recruited 68 participants, all of them students at the faculty of Engineering and Architecture at

the University Arturo Prat (Chile). These participants were joined in 17 groups
2
of 4 participants

for each test. The characteristics of the groups are described in Table 1. We requested participants

to detail their age, the degree of relationship they have with the other group members (using a

5-point Likert scale where 1 indicates “no relationship” and 5 is “close friends”), the studies they

have conducted (where 1 is a Pregraduate student, 2 is a Post-graduate, 3 is a Master student, 4 is a

Ph.D. student, and 5 is a Ph.D.), how much they like skiing (using a 5-point Likert scale where 1

indicates “I hate SKI” and 5 is “I strongly love SKI.”), and the level of ski that they have (where 1

indicates “no level” and 5 is “Master of SKI” in a 5-point Likert scale). As shown in Table 1, our

participants are young people because we recruited students at the university and their studies

ranged from pre-graduate and post-graduate. Moreover, most of them like skiing and their level of

ski is medium. The most important characteristic for our live-user study is the relationship column,

which shows how much the members of the groups know each other. Since the participants are

students at the same university, all of them have seen each other at the university. However, this

does not mean that they are friends and know the preferences of each other. The relationship

between the participants is the aspect that we have focused the most in the formation of the groups,

ranging from groups whose members hardly know each other (with an average value of 2 in a 5

point scale) to those whose relationship is high (4 or above).

5.2 Domain and setup
We have chosen the skiing domain in our live-user study because travel vacations has been the

most used scenario in conversational group recommender systems, such as [26, 35, 46]. More-

over, the skiing domain has been previously also considered in other non-conversational group

recommendation settings [34, 48]. Besides its popularity, a group vacation also represents a nice

benchmark where people strongly interact in the shaping of their travel. Hence, our platform could

be exploited to facilitate these interactions and evaluate our conversational approach. Concretely,

the data set contains 153 European skiing holidays described by 41 features related to the resort

(e.g., country or transfer time) and the accommodation (e.g., rating, price, or restaurant facilities).

2
The live-user study was designed with 20 groups and a total of 80 users. Unfortunately, due to COVID-19 confinement and

social restrictions we were only able to reach 17 groups.
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Table 1. Description of the groups involved in the live-user study. The characteristics of the users (Age,
Relationship, Studies, Like Sky and Level Sky) have been averaged among the 4 members of the group.

Group Age Relationship Studies Like Ski Level Ski
1 20.25 2 2 3.5 3

2 26.25 2 2 2.5 2

3 22.5 2 1 2.75 2.25

4 23 2 1 2.25 2

5 21 2 1 2.75 2.25

6 20.75 2.25 1 2.75 2.25

7 21.75 3.25 3.5 3.5 3.5

8 20.5 4.25 1.25 3 1.25

9 32.25 2 2 2.75 2.25

10 21.25 2 1 2.75 2.5

11 20.75 3 1.5 3.25 3.25

12 21.25 3.75 1.75 3.5 3.75

13 22 4 1 3.25 3.25

14 20.75 3.25 1 3 2.5

15 20.75 3 1.5 2.5 2.25

16 21.25 3.75 1 3.25 2.5

17 22.25 4 1 2.75 2.5

Avg. 22.25 2.85 1.44 2.94 2.54

In our live-user study, we setup the parameters of Eq. (10) as follows:𝑤𝑠𝑢 = 0.2,𝑤𝑣𝑝 = 0.3, and

𝑤𝑠𝑝 = 0.5 (the tuning was done on experiments conducted before this study and considering the

framework presented in [42]). Moreover, the initial value for the three components 𝐶𝑀
𝑢𝑖
𝑆𝑈

, 𝐶𝑀
𝑢𝑖
𝑉𝑃

,

and 𝐶𝑀
𝑢𝑖
𝑆𝑃

of the collaborative user model is setup to 0. In addition, the𝑤𝑖 parameter in Eq. (13) is

setup to 0.25 for each member of the group.

5.3 Group Recommendation Framework
This section presents the conversational group recommendation framework [9, 42] used to collect

information about the collaboration between users. The framework is called gCOACH (COllab-

orative Advisory CHannel for group recommendation). The framework supports online group

recommendation scenarios and allows several users to participate in a group activity that involves

searching a product for the whole group (see Figure 1).

The conversational nature of gCOACH guides users through a product space in pursuit of

suitable products using a cyclical recommendation process (i.e., a dialogue), alternatively making

suggestions and eliciting user feedback, to refine their needs and preferences, based on recent

recommendations. In addition, gCOACH aims at being an on-line framework that facilitates group

interaction and communication among members. gCOACH not only elicits users’ preferences in

the form of critiques during the session, in an environment that is domain-independent, but also

provides multiple interaction modalities and interface components to keep awareness of member’s

decisions and to provide suggestions among them. Note that social interaction modalities are used

to maintain a conversation among group members. At the moment, gCOACH does not include a

chat for enabling users to maintain a natural language conversation but it can be easily included in

the same way we did in a conversational recommender system for single users [24].
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Fig. 1. The main interface of gCOACH

Its architecture is a web-based environment, developed on a client-server model for enabling the

interaction of the users from anywhere, details are described in [9]. The architecture is divided

into three main layers: a client, a server, and a recommender. Since we are interested in how users

interact between them to infer knowledge for generating recommendations, we detail the individual

and social interaction modalities (summarized in Table 2) in the client layer.

The user interface enables different individual or social interaction modalities and functionalities.

Figure 1 depicts the interface shown to each user in the browser. The example interface shown is

focused on a skiing package domain. First of all, note that each of the users is represented by a

color (look at the top of the figure). In this example, the user is the red one. This color is used in

the interface to denote to whom each element in the interface belongs. As depicted in Figure 2, the

interface screen is divided into several areas: individual interaction, awareness, suggestions, stack,

and waste basket, which are now presented in detail.

The area denoted with number 1 in Figure 2 is devoted to individual interaction, which describes

a product in terms of its features and the value of each. Additionally, each one of the features

contains one or two buttons for performing critiques. The user is able to make a critique, which

allows her to express a preference over a feature in line with their personal requirements (e.g.,

cheaper or higher star rating for hotel, etc.). This feedback enriches the individual preference model

and the group preference model. Next, the recommendation algorithm uses this feedback about

the user taste in conversational fashion, and it answers to that feedback by replacing the product

displayed with a new recommendation that better matches with the preference expressed.

Furthermore, when individual users arrive to a particular product recommendation that satisfies

their requirements and wish to draw it to the attention of the other group members, they can do

this by performing a drag and drop action. With this action, a user adds the recommended product

to the suggestion box of another user, placed in the awareness area (denoted with number 2 and

explained below) or to a stack area (denoted with number 5, also explained below), which is a social

interaction modality.
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Fig. 2. The main interface of the framework with a skiing package view

Area number 2 in Figure 2 keeps awareness among members of the group. In short, this area

is used by the target user to know what products the other users are currently viewing (i.e., the
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target user is aware of what the other are browsing) and to recommend them items (i.e., the target

user makes the others aware of what could be of possible interest for them). This area contains a

set of color boxes, each one representing a group member. Each color box shows which product

each user is currently viewing. Users can browse this product by performing a click on it. Besides,

the color box contains a 0-5 heart score that represents how compatible is the product to the user

that is currently looking at it. The ultimate goal of this heart score is to know the products the

users are currently interested in. This area is also used by other users to make suggestions of the

current recommendation (displayed in area 1) to a specific user by doing a drag and drop of the

product into the target user box. This suggested product will appear in the suggestions box of the

target user, displayed in the suggestions area (denoted with number 4, explained below). Note that

the awareness area not only maintains awareness between members, it also enables collaboration

between the group members.

The suggestion box area is depicted in Figure 2 with number 4. These suggestions may come from

any of the group members or as a result of a proactive suggestion of the recommendation algorithm.

The recommendation algorithm suggests a product to the whole group when one or more products

exceeds a certain critical compatibility threshold with respect to the group preference model. The

compatibility score was defined originally in [45] as the percentage of critiques in the user model

that a product satisfies. As the previous area, each product is identified by the border color and

shows few features including a compatibility score with the current user. Furthermore, the option

of clicking on the product is also available, in order to take a look at it in the individual interaction

area.

Another form of social interaction is the stack area, shown in Figure 2, number 5. It serves as

repository of particular holiday recommendations the user is interested in and it is also useful to

draw the attention of the other groupmembers over a particular product. The stack stores summaries

of the user’s recommendations, as well as displaying information related to the compatibility with

the group. Each product recommendation appears boxed with the color of the user that added it to

the list and shows a summary of its features (in the skiing domain, hotel name, resort name, kind of
resort, number of stars, and price). In addition to this content, a measure of compatibility between

the current user and the item appears through a visual score of 0-5 hearts (with 5 indicating a

perfect item). When users detect an attractive product in this area, they can open it in the individual

interaction area by performing a simple click on it.

The interface considers an area for removing products that the user is not interested in anymore;

this area is called the waste basket area (see Figure 2, number 3). It is used for the disposal of

products from the suggestions box area or the stack area. This functionality is activated when the

user performs a drag and drop from one of these areas to the waste basket area.

Finally, the user finishes her session using the Finish session button, shown in Figure 2 at the

top of the interface. At this point, the user receives a new web page with the information of the

products that the group members have added to the stack. The user has to choose one of them as her

final decision product. Once all the users have selected their final decision product, an automatic

consensus [48] is performed and a product is sent to each member as the final chosen product for

the group.

Considering all the interaction modalities, it becomes natural to use the behavior implicitly

collected by the gCOACH interface to define roles (i.e., leader or collaborative user) among the

group members, so that this can influence the conversational group recommendation algorithm.

Note that the interaction modalities let us know the social interactions, the individual actions, and

how users respond to other members’ actions.
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Table 2. Overview of the interaction modalities and the action that occurs in gCOACH interface to facilitate
group interaction and communication.

Interaction
modality

Area Action

1 Individual #1 Area #1 is the individual area. User perform critiques to define

her preferences. This feedback enriches the individual preference
model (𝐼𝑀) and the group preference model (𝐺𝑈𝑀).

2 Individual #2 Area #2 is the awareness area. Drag and drop the current rec-

ommendation displayed in number 1 to the stack area (number

5). This action stores a product that is of interest to the user and
the remaining users will see it displayed, to keep awareness of the
preferences and of how much they like that product by looking at
the stars.

3 Social #2 Area #2 is the awareness area. Drag and drop the current rec-

ommendation displayed in number 1 to the suggestions box of

another user placed at the awareness area (number 2). With this

action a user draws the attention of other group members.

4 Social #2 In area #2 user also knows what products the other users are

currently viewing and how much she likes it because the color

box contains a 0-5 heart score that denotes how compatible is

the product to the user. A user is able to select the product, which
is then moved to area #1.

5 Social #4 Area #4 is the suggestion box. These suggestions may come

from any of the group members and as a result of a proactive

suggestion of the recommendation algorithm. The color boxes

contains a 0-5 star score that denotes how compatible is the

product to the user. A user is able to select the product, which is
then moved to area #1.

6 Social #5 Area #5 is the stack area. It serves as the repository of particular

products the user is interested in and it is also useful to draw the

attention of the other group members over a particular product.

The color boxes display a summary of the product and a 0-5

heart visual score to denote how compatible is the product to

the user. A user is able to select any product, which is then moved
to area #1 to view it in detail.

7 Individual #3 Area #3 is the waste basket area. It is used for the disposal of

products from the suggestion box area (#4) or the stack area

(#5). This action removes a product from the stack and from the
suggestion box area.

5.4 Session Workflow
We used a summative or quality assurance test, which is usually performed in medium-near to end

stages of development. This type of test is adequate for prototypes that already incorporate the

major part of the required functionalities and focuses on gathering both qualitative and quantitative

data [3]. The test was conducted by a moderator and an observer. The former guided users (if

needed), introduced the test, gave users the pre-test interview, the pre-test questionnaire, and the
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Pre-test 
interview

5 min.

Pre-test 
questionnaire

10 min.

Training

10 min.

Test

25 min.

Strategies
Evaluation

5 min.

Post-test 
questionnaires

5 min.

Fig. 3. Phases of the test protocol with their average duration time

post-test questionnaires. The latter took notes during the test. It is important to highlight that users

can ask the moderator questions if necessary during any time of the test.

The test was carried out synchronously in a computer lab at the University Arturo Prat (Chile)

for two main reasons: (𝑖) we pursue an effective monitoring of the experiments since it is quite

difficult to obtain volunteers in a group activity, and (𝑖𝑖) gCOACH framework only works in lab

environments and it is not fully available for operating environments because it lacks the module

to manage more than a group at the same time. In the test, users were joined in groups based on

the relationship ranging between participants, as we have described in Section 5.1. It is important

to remark that the group of users were sitting separately in the lab with the aim that they only

may interact through the gCOACH interface.

The test protocol consisted of six stages, described below and summarized in Figure 3:

(1) Pre-test interview: In this stage, the moderator welcomed the group of users, briefly ex-

plained test objectives, annotated personal information such as name, gender, educational

level, degree of relationship with other group members, and age. Finally, users were asked

about their previous experience with ski vacations and recommender systems.

(2) Pre-test questionnaire: In this stage, users were asked to fill out a Web form that contains a

questionnaire consisting of 30 questions. The pre-test questionnaire is based on the Thomas-

Killmann Conflict Mode Instrument (TKI) [29]. We use TKI because it is one of the most

popular bargaining style assessment tools. TKI has been used for a variety of purposes,

mostly to aid in teaching activities. Here, we concentrate on analyzing the conflict behavior,

to evaluate whether the bargaining styles are related to the roles of the group members.

Briefly, TKI [29] defines that in conflict situations an individual’s behaviour can be described

along two dimensions: (1) assertiveness and (2) cooperativeness. These two dimensions can

then be used to define five different modes for responding to conflict situations, such as

reach a consensus agreement in a group recommender system: (1) competing is assertive

and uncooperative; (2) accommodating is unassertive and cooperative; (3) avoiding is

unassertive and uncooperative; (4) collaborating is both assertive and cooperative; and (5)

compromising is moderate in both assertiveness and cooperativeness.

(3) Training: During this stage, users were freely navigating on the web interface. Users were

asked to locate a predefined product using individual or social interaction modalities. The

training stage finished when users discovered this product. It is important to remark that we

paid special attention to the design of this stage, in order to make users aware of the different

interaction modalities that the framework enables. The moderator gave a summary sheet of

the different interaction modalities of the group interface. In addition, the moderator was in

charge of guiding users and users can ask the moderator questions if necessary.

(4) Test: In this phase, users performed, without guidance, a test task that consisted of selecting

a product that best satisfies the group preferences for going skiing together. To this end,

users were asked to navigate, communicate, and provide suggestions with the aim of finding

a consensus in the group to purchase a product. However, users were free to finish the
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search process once they had found a product that best satisfied their preferences. Among

the products in the stack, the user selects the preferred one. When all users finished the

recommendation process, the system showed for each consensus strategy a recommended

product. During the task, a computer recorded the test session and the observer made

annotations.

(5) Strategies evaluation: In this stage, users were asked to rate the recommended product for

each consensus strategy by means a Web form. Concretely, users answered using a star rating.

In particular, the highest number of stars indicates the best quality of the recommendation

for each consensus strategy. Users were unaware of the strategy that they were evaluating,

they just received the item chosen as the final product by each consensus-based strategy and

they rated it. The strategies used in this evaluation are mean, multiplicative, completeness
that only use the individual interaction to generate a recommendation, and collaborative
mean, collaborative multiplicative, collaborative completeness,maximize leader satisfaction, and
leader selection, which are the proposed ones that use both the individual and collaborative

interactions.

(6) Post-test questionnaires: Finally, users were asked to fill out a Web form that contains

two questionnaires: a collaboration and a satisfaction questionnaire. In the collaboration

questionnaire, see Table 3, users answered Q1 and Q2 using a four-point likert scale, where 1

corresponds to user “red", 2 to user “blue", 3 to user “green", and 4 to user “yellow", whereas

in Q3 and Q4 users answered the questionnaire using a five-point likert scale, where 1

correspond to “strongly disagree" and 5 to “strongly agree". The post-test collaboration

questionnaire is founded on the work of Krogel et al. [31, 32].

Table 3. Post-test collaboration questionnaire

Question Number Statement
Q1 (Collaborative) Who do you think has been the most collaborative user?

Q2 (Leader) Who do you think has been the leader within the group?

Q3 (Friendship) My friendship with another user in the group affected my

final choice?

Q4 (Leader

Relationship)

I think that my final choice of leader is consistent with the

interactions the leader has made.

Collaboration among users depends on two factors, first, users are willing to collaborate,

and second, the interface has to facilitate such collaboration. For that reason, we were also

interested on knowing how the interface helped the users and their satisfaction with it.

Following this idea, users were asked to fill out a Web form that contains a satisfaction

questionnaire (see Table 4) consisting of six questions. Users answered the questionnaire

using a five-point likert scale, where 1 correspond to “strongly disagree" and 5 to “strongly

agree", with the exception of question 6 that refers to each special area in the interface. It is

important to remark that our satisfaction questionnaire follows the methodology proposed

in [30, 43, 46], which is widely used in recommender systems evaluations.

5.5 Evaluation metrics and tests
In our experiments, we begin by analyzing the leadership and collaboration among members of

the group. In particular, first we analyze the users’ perception of leadership and collaboration

within the group. Each user makes a vote for her perception of the leader and another vote for her

perception of the most collaborative user. The leader and the most collaborative user/s will be the
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Table 4. Post-test satisfaction questionnaire

Question Number Statement
Q1 (Learnability) The interface provides an adequate way for me to express

my preferences.

Q2 (Learnability) The recommender’s interface provides sufficient information.

Q3 (Learnability) I became familiar with the recommender system very quickly.

Q4 (Usefulness) It is easy for me to inform the system if I dislike/like the

recommended item.

Q5 (Satisfaction) The interface let me know easily where are the rest of my

teammates at all times.

Q6 (Attention) I paid more attention to the recommendations from: 1. Stack,

2. Suggestions, 3. Awareness, 4. No Special place.

group member that receives the maximum number of votes. Second, we evaluate the accuracy of

the predicted leader score per user at each group. In particular, we use an accuracy metric defined

in Eq.(19).

𝑎𝑐𝑐 =
𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
, (19)

where the 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 is the number of groups where the user that obtains the high-

est leader score is also the most voted one by the live-users in the post-questionnaire and the

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 term is the total of groups analyzed.

On the other hand, for evaluating the consensus-based strategies, we computed the mean rating

for each one. Recall that users rated with one to five ratings (i.e., decimal points were allowed),

the recommendations suggested by each consensus strategy in a Web form. Note that a rating

expresses how much the user is satisfied with the final decision.

With the aim of demonstrating that the introduction of collaboration and leadership in a

consensus-based strategy significantly outperforms baseline strategies, we applied statistical tests.

Specifically, we have used Friedman [21] and Bonferroni-Dunn [17] tests. These tests are specialized

procedures for testing the significance of differences between multiple means and they also control

the multiple hypothesis testing problem that is usually present in a pair t-test. For this reason,

given that we were testing eight consensus strategies, the use of Friedman and its corresponding

Bonferroni-Dunn test was more appropriate.

In order to be able to apply the Friedman test, we first computed the mean rank (𝑟 ) of each

strategy over in all groups. In particular, the evaluation considers 𝑘 = 8 strategies (i.e., Individual

Mean, Individual Multiplicative, Individual Completeness, Collaborative Mean, Collaborative Mul-

tiplicative, Collaborative Completeness, Leader Selection, and Maximize Leader Satisfaction) and

𝑁 = 17 different groups for the tests. We ranked alternative strategies, for each group, following

the practice of [21]. The one that attains the best performance (i.e., in our case the best rating) is

ranked 1, the second best is ranked 2, and so on. In case of ties, average ranks are assigned. Then,

to obtain the mean rank of each strategy, we average its rank across all groups. Second, we applied

the Friedman test to analyze whether the differences between algorithms is statistically significant.

If the null-hypothesis of the Friedman test is rejected, we can proceed with a post-hoc test. In our

case, we finally computed the Bonferroni-Dunn test to find out which algorithms were significantly

different.
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6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we analyze if our initial hypotheses are confirmed. Recall that the hypotheses are

defined in Section 3.4. Accordingly to the hypotheses, we shaped three research questions that

have been defined in Section 3.3.

The answer to the research question (i.e., RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3) will be provided in the coming

sections (6.1, 6.2, and 6.3), respectively. Finally, in Section 6.4 we analyzed the users’ perception of

the interface, to see which parts of it attracted their attention more, thus generating awareness and

allowing them to reach an agreement.

6.1 Analysis of leadership and collaboration
In this section, we begin by analyzing the users’ perception of leadership and collaboration within

the group. Figure 4 depicts the results for the different 17 groups of 4 users. For each test group, we

requested the participants to define the leader and the most collaborative group member (see Q1

and Q2 in Table 3). The bar charts in Figures 4(a) and 4(c) show the number of votes that each user

received. The color covering the largest area in a bar corresponds to the user considered as the

leader of the group or the most collaborative of the group members. For example, in Figure 4(a),

the leader in group 1 is 𝑢4 with 3 votes, whereas in group 2 the leader is 𝑢1 with 2 votes. Another

observation is that not all group members are collaborative or leaders. Besides, some groups finish

in a draw, as shown in groups 6, 8, 10, and 11 in Figure 4(a). In these groups there are two leaders

because both of them receive two votes. We consider that in groups of four members it is quite

easy to finish in a draw. However, note that from a total of 17 groups, users clearly perceive in 13

groups out of 17 that one of the members is the leader. Moreover, in groups 12, 13, 15, and 16 there

is a sole leader defined by the users’ votes. At first sight, one may think that this is largely due to

the relationship among members, as depicted in the third column of Table 1. However, this is not

the single rule valid for all the groups. For example, group 8 has the highest relationship among

members and they finish in a draw when defining the leader. We also requested participants to

define if their final choice has been based on their friendship (Q3 in Table 3). In Q3, the mean rating

is 1.85 in a five-point likert scale (inverse scale for that question). In fact, 76% of participants think

that their friendship with another user in the group did not affect their final choice, so they rated

this question with less than 3 points (see Figure 4(b)). Moreover, Figure 4(b) shows that only two

participants rated Q3 with 4 points and neither of them rated with 5 points. In addition, note that

in Figure 4(b) from a total of 17 groups in 15 of them users rated with less than or equal to 3 points.

It is important to highlight that participants with the greatest relationship score in Table 1 (i.e.,

groups 8, 13 and 17) evaluated with 3 or less point the friendship influence in their final choice. In

Q4 (see Table 3), the mean rating is 4.35 and, among participants, 88% of them perceive with more

than 3 points that their final choice of leader is consistent with the interactions they have had with

the leader. To sum up, our analysis depicts that the leader choice is not based on the relationship

or friendship among teammates, as observed in Figure 4(b), and it is mainly based on the users’

interactions.

On the other hand, Figure 4(c) shows that users have more variability in defining the most

collaborative one. From the 17 groups, 12 of them finish in a draw. It is interesting to see that the

leader is also one of the most collaborative members of the group. This enforces our approach,

since we have considered the leader as the most collaborative user in a group, see Eq. (11).

To analyze RQ1, Table 5 details the leader score obtained by each member of the group and the

chosen leader/s by the recommender and the participants in our experiments. This leader score
ranges in the interval [0,1], being 1 the score of the leader/s and 0 the minimum score for those

users that have not suggested products to the remaining group members. For this reason, there are
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(c) Users’ votes for the most collaborative user

Fig. 4. Analysis of Leadership and Collaborative users within the group
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Table 5. Leader analysis that includes the predicted leader score per user at each group, the leader predicted
by the recommender and the leader defined by the live-users

Leader Score
Group 𝑢1 𝑢2 𝑢3 𝑢4 Leader/s Predicted Users’ Leader/s
1 0.0 0.8 0.0 1.0 𝑢4 𝑢4
2 1.0 0.2 0.7 0.7 𝑢1 𝑢1
3 0.7 0.9 1.0 0.5 𝑢3 𝑢3
4 0.9 0.7 0.0 1.0 𝑢4 𝑢4
5 0.5 0.4 1.0 0.0 𝑢3 𝑢3
6 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 𝑢3, 𝑢4 𝑢3, 𝑢4
7 1.0 0.0 0.3 0.4 𝑢1 𝑢1
8 0.6 0.0 0.3 1.0 𝑢4 𝑢1, 𝑢4
9 0.0 0.4 0.0 1.0 𝑢4 𝑢4
10 0.7 1.0 0.8 1.0 𝑢2, 𝑢4 𝑢3, 𝑢4
11 0.8 0.0 0.0 1.0 𝑢4 𝑢1, 𝑢4
12 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 𝑢3 𝑢3
13 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 𝑢1 𝑢1
14 0.0 1.0 0.2 0.0 𝑢2 𝑢2
15 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 𝑢4 𝑢4
16 0.2 0.0 0.0 1.0 𝑢4 𝑢4
17 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 𝑢2 𝑢2

some users without a leader score. By analyzing the leader score per user at each group, it can be

seen that the leader is clearly inferred by the leader score, defined in Eq. (11). For example, 𝑢4 is the

most voted user in the group 1 (see Figure 4(a) and the last column of Table 5) and this user also

reached the highest predicted leader score (see third and fourth columns in Table 5).

It is worth mentioning that the leader of all groups in Table 5 corresponds to the leader defined

by the users in our post-questionnaire that can be seen in Figure 4(a) and the last column of Table 5.

Thus, the predicted leader score accuracy, defined in Eq.(19), is 100% in defining the leader of the

group. The user obtaining the largest leader score is the most voted one, in 17 out of 17 groups.

Note that in those cases where several users finish in a draw, we considered as the leader anyone

of them. Nonetheless, as shown in Table 5, the groups that finished in a draw with the users’ votes

depict a large leader score for all the group members (see for example, groups 6 or 11).

Additionally, the rest of the leader scores depicted in Table 5 correspond to the collaborative users

defined by our live users in Figure 4(c). Moreover, when users voted for more than two perceived

leaders in a group, in all of these occasions the perceived leaders are predicted with the best scores.

For example, the most voted users in the group 2 (𝑢1, 𝑢3, and 𝑢4), obtained the highest predicted

score with values of 1, 0.7, and 0.7, respectively. This means that our predictions also allow us

to detect a ranked list of possible leaders in a group. Thus, considering our experiments and the

analysis of our results, the answer to our first research question (RQ1) is that we can efficiently

infer the leader within a group.

6.2 Analysis of conflict styles of leaders
We have also been interested in analyzing whether the conflict styles are related to the leadership.

Figure 5 shows the values of the different conflict resolution styles of the leaders. Recall that users

fill in a pre-test questionnaire consisting of 30 questions, as defined in [29]. According to their
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Fig. 5. Analysis of Leadership and Collaborative users within the group

responses, we extract a score for each mode of resolving conflicts: competing, accommodating,

avoiding, collaborating, and compromising. The maximum score for any style is 12 and the total

aggregate score is 30. A score higher than 6 on any style indicates a preference of the user for

that mode. Since a score lower than 6 indicates relative neglect, as defined in [29], we accordingly

remove those styles with a score below 6 in the graph to denote which styles are prominent in a

leader.

Figure 5 plots the modes of the leader of each group. In particular, Figure 5 depicts that there is

not a predominant mode of conflict style in the leader analysis. However, it can be observed that

the competing, cooperating, and accommodating styles are the most common ones for the leaders,

covering 67% of the leader styles. Concretely, the leaders seem to influence the rest of the group

because the majority of them have competing (26%) and cooperating (20%) styles. It means that the

detected leaders are more assertive in their behavior within the group. Moreover, the score reached

by the cooperating and accommodating (21%) styles also show that the leaders have also a high

degree of cooperativeness within the group. The second research question (RQ2) aims at analyzing

whether we can characterize a leader with a psychological conflict style mode. Considering our

experiments and the analysis of our results, the answer to this research question is that there is not

a prominent conflict style mode in a group leader.

6.3 Analysis of consensus-based strategies
On the other hand, we have evaluated all the consensus-based strategies with the live users. Recall

that users rated the recommended product for each consensus strategy. We would like to analyze if

there are differences among well-known individual strategies and those that integrate collaboration.

In particular, Table 6 shows the users’ mean rating for each strategy. It is important to highlight

that all the strategies proposed obtained more than 3.63. Moreover, as we can see in Table 6, the

proposed strategies that use both the individual and collaborative models (i.e., Collaborative Mean,

Collaborative Multiplicative, Collaborative Completeness, Leader Selection, and Maximize Leader

Satisfaction strategies) obtained better results, with an average of 4.05 points, than the ones that only

use individual models (i.e., Individual Mean, Individual multiplicative, and Individual Completeness

strategies), which reached in average 3.67 points. In addition, the strategies that maximize the

interest of the leader (i.e., Leader Selection and Maximize Leader Satisfaction strategies) reached

the best results with an average rating of 4.27. Analyzing these best strategies, we can observe
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that users rated with a better score the strategy that use all products stored in the stack (i.e., the

maximize leader satisfaction strategy with 4.29 points) in front of the strategy that only use the

stack of the leader (i.e. the leader selection strategy with 4.26 points).

Table 6. Users’ mean rating per consensus-based strategy

Strategy Mean Rating Std. Deviation
Individual Mean 3.70 1.87

Individual Multiplicative 3.63 1.70

Individual Completeness 3.68 1.63

Collaborative Mean 4.01 1.73

Collaborative Multiplicative 3.64 1.49

Collaborative Completeness 4.03 1.45

Leader Selection 4.26 1.66

Maximize Leader Satisfaction 4.29 1.23

In order to demonstrate that the hypothesis concerning the introduction of collaboration in a

consensus-based strategy significantly outperforming baseline strategies, and to respond to the

research question 3, we applied the Friedman [21] and Bonferroni-Dunn [17] tests.

First of all, we applied the Friedman test to analyze whether the difference between algorithms

is statistically significant. In particular, we applied the Friedman test and the p-value obtained is

equal to 44.897; since it is greater than 0.05, we can reject the null hypothesis. Once we investigated

the non-randomness of our results, we computed the Bonferroni-Dunn test to find out which

algorithms were significantly different. In our case, when comparing eight algorithms with a critical

value 𝛼 = 0.05, we obtained a value of 𝑞0.05 = 2.69 in a two-tailed Bonferroni-Dun test. We obtained

a critical difference value of 𝐶𝐷 = 2.26.
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Fig. 6. Application of the Bonferroni-Dunn test to alternative strategies’ mean rank of rating

The Bonferroni-Dunn test results are illustrated in Figure 6. In this graph, diamonds represent the

mean ranks of each strategy and the vertical lines across diamonds indicate the ‘critical difference’,

𝐶𝐷 . Basically, the efficiency of the two algorithms is significantly different if their vertical lines are

not overlapping. For example, it can be seen that Leader selection and Max Leader Sat. performed

significantly better than the baselines (Mean, Multiplicative, and Completeness). Concretely, when

we compare the Leader selection with the Mean, Multiplicative and Completeness strategies we

obtained a 𝑝-values of .000028, .000026, and .000055, respectively. On the other hand, the p-values
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obtained between the Max Leader Sat. and the Mean, Multiplicative and Completeness strategies

were .000022, .000021, and .000044. Additionally, we can see that Collaborative Mean did not

perform significantly better than the baseline Mean (𝑝 = .588) although its mean rank is lower than

the Mean strategy. Our proposals that integrate collaborative interactions into consensus-based

strategies improved the rating of the baselines (i.e, Mean, Multiplicative, and Completeness), as

their mean rank is shorter than them; however, only Leader Selection and Max Leader Sat. are

significantly better than the baselines. Among our proposals, Max Leader Sat. obtained the best

mean rank, with a value of 2.61, and Leader Selection is very close to it with a mean rank value

of 2.64. Note that we can see that the results for both Leader Selection and Max Leader Sat. are

significantly better than the individual strategies, with a confidence of 95%. Thus, the response to

our third research question (RQ3) is that leadership and collaboration improve the effectiveness of

group recommendations.

In summary, from our significance analysis, we conclude that integrating collaboration in the

consensus-based strategies improves the rating obtained by the users, which confirms our initial

hypotheses. In addition, our results depict that Leader selection and Max Leader Sat. strategies

performed significantly better than the baselines, which confirms that the role of the leader is a

key point of recommendation generation for groups.

6.4 Analysis of users’ perception of the interface
Since collaboration among users depends on their willingness to collaborate and the interface has

to facilitate such collaboration, here we analyze the users’ perception of the interface, to see to

which parts have paid more attention in order to be aware, collaborate, and reach an agreement.

Table 7 depicts the results obtained from the satisfaction post-questionnaire (see Table 4). Note

that these results are related to the subjective perception of users but are quantitative data that

gives us valuable information about users’ perception of usefulness of the framework they used.

Overall, the quantitative results obtained from the questionnaire are very satisfactory. It is worth

noting that all the question obtained, in average, a rating over 4 points in a five-point likert scale

(see Mean Rating in Table 7).

Table 7. Results of post-test questionnaire in a five-point likert scale

Question 1 point 2 points 3 points 4 points 5 points Mean Rating
Q1 0 0 6 31 31 4.36

Q2 0 0 2 39 27 4.37

Q3 0 0 0 39 29 4.43

Q4 0 0 3 29 36 4.49

Q5 0 1 2 47 18 4.21

Considering the learnability of the interface (i.e., questions Q1 to Q3), 100% of participants’

responses show that the users found the system easy to learn and evaluated this aspect with 3 or

more points. In fact, 3.92% of responses were ranked with 3 points (computed as
6+2+0
68∗3 ∗ 100 = 3.92),

53.43% correspond to 4 points, and 42.65% received 5 points. With regard to the usefulness, question

Q4 answers depict that a 95,59% of the participants evaluated it with 4 or 5 points and a 4.41% of

responses were ranked with 3 points. In addition, users’ satisfaction with the interface to keep

awareness of the group members, responses to question 5, show that a 98.53% of the participants

evaluated positively this aspect with 3 or more points.

Finally, in question 6, we also asked users about the area on the interface that they paid more

attention to: the stack area, the suggestion box area, the awareness area, or if there is not a preferred
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area. We report the results on the users’ perception of most useful area in Table 8. 64.71% of

users prefer the suggestions area, which denotes that group interaction is highly influenced by

the collaboration between users. 13.24% of participants prefer the stack area as its main source of

recommendations. There is a 11.77% of users that have not a clear preferences on any area because

they have been looking equally at all of them. Finally, a 10.29% of users prefer the awareness area

as its main source of information about member’s activities and for choosing a product.

Table 8. Users’ attention at the different areas of the interface

Area on the interface Percentage
Suggestions 64.71%

Stack 13.24%

No special place 11.77%

Awareness 10.29%

With this analysis we can conclude that the users’ perception of the usability of the interface

is high. Besides, the area of the interface that users paid more attention is the one devoted to

suggestions as their main source of information about member’s activities and for collaborating.

Note that suggestions received in this area come from teammates. This means that group interaction

is highly influenced by collaboration as users prefer to observe which products are suggested by

their teammates and then select one.

6.5 Discussion
This section summarizes our results with take-home messages, and relate them with those obtained

in previous literature.

As we have highlighted in the Introduction, in [39], the leader in a group is the user who provided

more feedback to the items proposed to the other group members. In that work, no assessment on

how the rest of the group perceived the person designated as a leader was made. In addition, 40% of

the group felt the final choice did not reflect their preferences. In our case, instead, the item chosen

with our notion of leadership achieves the highest rating w.r.t. to the classic non-collaborative

strategies. This confirms the assumption we made in the introduction that a more complex notion

of leadership, where a user does not only have to be active but also needs to propose items that are

perceived as valuable by the rest of the group, makes a difference in the perception of the group

recommendation.

The integration of a collaborative model based on the social interactions is a powerful tool to

implicitly infer the role of each user within the group. Indeed, the user perception of leadership

reported in Figure 4(a) clearly corresponds to the leadership predicted by our approach in Table 5.

Since this is the first approach that allows users to interact in a collaborative environment, an

important outcome of this work is that a conversational group recommender system is an effective

environment that favors interaction, and that our user interface favors learnability, is perceived as

useful, and satisfactory for the users. In addition to this, all the different areas in which users can

receive recommendations receive attention from the users.

Another important aspect that comes out of our live-user evaluation is that the social interaction

activities help to define the true preferences of the group. Indeed, in Table 6 the collaboration-based

consensus strategies resulted in a better rating than the classical ones. Additionally, people may

change their preferences (or at least their constraints become soft) if the leader is the one that

proposes the product. This can also be seen in Table 6, where “Leader selection” and “Max Leader

Satisfaction”, are those that obtained the highest scores.
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Our results confirm our hypotheses that by monitoring user interactions, we can build a collabo-

rative model and infer useful notions of collaboration and leadership, which can concretely help

generating more effectiveness of group recommendations.

The results we obtained distance our work from most of the previous related literature. While

in Section 2 we have introduced several approaches that integrate the personality score in the

group model, our results show that personality does not reflect neither collaboration nor leadership

(recall that Figure 5 highlights that each leader approaches the group with a different conflict style

mode). Specifically, Sánchez et al. [49] detected that half of their user base has a strong personality,

which had an impact in the way their preferences where valued; nevertheless, our study shows

that in an online collaborative settings, personality does not play a significant role in defining who

a leader is, which is shaped through behavioral dynamics during the recommendation session.

Finally, while previous observational studies, such as [14], highlighted that multiplicative utilitarian

is the strategy that does not consider user interactions and is closer to the consensus reached by a

group, our results show that individual completeness is the strategy with the highest rating when

collaboration is not integrated (see Figure 6). However, the most important aspect to highlight is

that our study related to the existing observational ones, since collaboration allows to significantly

improve the quality of the group recommendations that are being produced.

Regarding the limitation of our work, our live-user evaluation (and the pandemic scenario under

which the study was conducted) limited the amount of groups we could consider. In the future, we

plan to extend our study and consider more groups, to get more insights on the role of interactions,

collaboration, and leadership in conversational group recommender systems. In addition to this, our

evaluation was limited to one application domain (skiing group recommendation); the insights that

might emergence from the collaboration in different domains remain open and the consideration of

additional scenarios is left as future work. Nevertheless, we believe our framework, since it captures

notions of collaboration and leadership from user behavior, can ensure the generalizability of our

results besides the skiing domain. Indeed, items usually have a picture and an item description; so

our platform can accommodate data coming from any domain, to support group decision-making

processes.

In conclusion, we can highlight that leadership in conversational recommender systems is a role

that emerges from the behavior of the users in the browsing session. This collaborative process

smooths previous personality traits, with strongly collaborative users that are recognized by the

whole group as leaders. Leaders can influence the choice of the whole group, without affecting the

satisfaction of the rest of the group.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we tackled the issue of monitoring user interactions, to infer notions of collaboration

and leadership, with the aim to improve the effectiveness of group recommender systems (GRS).

To this end, we have modeled social interactions between users, and have implemented a new

collaboration model. Moreover, we developed new collaborative-consensus strategies based on the

proposed model.

We evaluated our proposals using an online conversational group recommender framework

with real users. After the evaluation, users were requested to designate the most collaborative and

the leader of the group. The GRS constructs the collaborative model during the interaction and

extract two scores, i.e. the collaborative score and the leader score. When compared the leader

score against the one proposed (i.e., the most voted) by real users, our results show an accuracy of

100% inferring the leader user(s).

On the other hand, the live-user evaluation also demonstrates that the proposed collaborative-

based consensus strategies, which use both an individual and collaborative user models, improve
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the effectiveness of the GRS. Specifically, strategies that use exclusively the leader’s selections,

significantly improve the classic ones. Additionally, we analyzed the relationship between the

conflict style modes of the leader within the group. We can conclude that the leaders seem to

influence the rest of the group and they also have a high degree of cooperativeness (defined in

two different style modes: accommodating and/or collaborating) and assertiveness (denoted by the

competing mode). However, the most important observation has been that there is not a rule in

applying these styles to define a leader.

As a future work, we will address an in-depth analysis of pre-existing social relationship between

users. Moreover, it will be interesting to analyze in depth the conflict style modes of the whole

group and their inter-relationships. Finally, while we considered a conversational approach, other

types of algorithms such as collaborative and content-based ones [19] could also be considered in

the future.
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